
Environment

KS1: Comfort and rest for dogs
Discuss how to help dogs be healthy and happy by creating a calm, safe and comfortable 
space for them. A safe environment helps prevent harm, whether we're out for a walk or 
staying at home.

What learners will be learning
 How to keep dogs cool on hot day

 The importance of a safe environment for dog

 What dogs need for a peaceful rest

Wider learning opportunities
 The importance of a safe environmen

 The value of rest and quiet tim

 The importance of having a routine

Objectives Learning taking place Educator notes

Initial assessment 1  Discuss: Initial thoughts and feelings around the importance 
of safety and rest for dogs.

Our lessons are intended for learners to feel empowered to 
create meaningful positive experiences for animals to live a 
good life.


At the start of each lesson we advise to ask what learners 
know about each learning objective.


We also encourage wider questions such as: 
- Whether dogs deserve a good life?  
- Are owners responsible for making dogs happier?


Keeping dogs cool 
on hot days

2  Vote: Dogs should be exercised in cool weather.


3  Discuss: Keeping ourselves safe in hot weather. 


4  Vote: Keeping dogs safe in hot weather.


5 Video: Some dogs enjoy swimming, but others might be 
nervous (best to not force them if they don’t enjoy it).

Correct: A


Opportunity: The right amount of Sun improves our health  
(Sunlight activates vitamin D which boosts our immune system). 


Correct: A, B and D


Opportunity: It’s OK for us to not do something which others enjoy.  
We all have preferences in life.

Healthy vs. unhealthy food 6  Discuss: Humans and animals have routines in their life. 


7  Video: Dogs should go out for walks at least once a day  
(unless there are health reasons). 


8  Vocab: Dogs will get excited when they start to expect a walk.  


9  Drag/drop: How to keep dogs safe when going for a walk.

Opportunity: Which routines improve our health (e.g. 
cleaning teeth). 


Opportunity: We should also strive to go out for a 30 minute 
walk per day as it improves our mental and physical health.


Opportunity: How we feel when we have expectations that 
are not met (e.g. frustrated or anxious - dogs can feel the 
same).


Correct: Keep dogs on a lead and asking owners will keep 
dogs safe. Dogs can choke on sticks and can harm 
themselves on slippery surfaces. 

Healthy diet 10 Vocab: Too much noise in the house can upset dogs. 


11 Vote: We should give dogs a space where it is quiet for 
them to rest properly.  

12 Discuss: Whether we have safe spaces to help us relax and 
feel safe.


13 Vote: We should leave dogs alone when they are resting 
(dogs rarely enjoy being snuggled as it is not normal for 
them). 

Opportunity: Are there times when we want peace and quiet? 
How do we feel when it is too noisy?


Correct: C 


Opportunity: Adults also like having safe spaces to help us 
relax and feel safe.


Opportunity: Importance of consent and understanding the 
needs/wants of others may be different to our own.  

Recap 14 Video: Reflect on content and note any changes in 
thoughts or feelings.

Reflect back on the first set of questions.   

Did learners learn anything new about keeping dogs safe and 
giving them a proper rest? 
Have views changed as to whether dogs deserve a good life? 
Do learners now know how we can make dogs happier?  

If inspired, select one of our practical activities for domestic 
animals from the library. Contact us if learners have their own 
ideas and we will support with suggestions and new 
certificates where possible [Education@rspca.org.uk]
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